
Landscape Collage



Open photoshop
Always create a 
new file
File>new

Width:11
Height: 8.5
In inches

Resolution: 300 or 
72



Choose a destination of your landscape
You are going to create a landscape 

- Must be composed of at least 3 different photos 
- Each collaged pic will be background, middleground, foreground
- Your landscape must dipict a location.  Ie tropical, desert, northern mountains 

etc. 



Go to google.com and search for a images for the 
background image for your landscape.  Make sure you go to 
tools>Size>large



Find an image.
Right click>copy image



Go back to your photoshop file
Edit>paste



Now we need to “scale” the image
Edit> Free Transform



Pull the boxes once you have free transformed to make the image larger….. Do 
not distort!!!!!! If it looks wrong … it is!!!  Once you are done click the check in the 
top right to tell the computer this is good



Go back to google and find your middleground 
image.  Right click> copy image



Go back to photoshop and 
Edit paste
Change the scale of the mountains
Edit> free transfrom



Now we need to cut 
out the mountains. On 
the tool bar hold down 
the lasso tool and 
choose the poly lasso 
tool 



Now with the poly lasso tool selected start clicking 
around the contour of your mountain
hint* the 
selection needs 
to be a closed 
circuit ie 
wherever you 
start your line 
you must end 
it! Notice how 
the blue line 
goes 
completely 
around the 
mountain



Once you have completed 
the circuit and you see the 
marching ants! 
We need to copy the 
selection

Edit>copy

Then 

Edit>paste



On the bottom right you should see 
the layers.

you will see that you have two 
layers of mountains.  One was the 
original and the other the pasted 
selection. We need to delete  the 
original. 

Click and drag the original down 
and let go over the trash   



You probably need to scale and place your mountains
Edit>free transform



Go to google and find your foreground right click>copy image



Back in photoshop Edit> paste



Just like with the mountians use the poly lasso tool
To go around the contour and select what you want to cut out then 
Edit> copy



Edit <paste
Now scale the image
Edit Free Transform



Make sure your layers are in order
1. Foreground
2. Middleground
3. background 



Change each layer to black and white
Click on the layer then Edit> adjustments> black and 
white



Play 
with 
the 
levels 
and 
then 
press 
ok



Make all layers and black and white!  

Now save your file in your HDrive!!!!

Also save as a jpeg and add the jpeg to your google portfolio


